200 years
of service to
the Danes

Danmarks Nationalbank in everyday life

Safe payments
Danmarks Nationalbank issues banknotes
and coins and oversees that electronic
payments are effected in a safe and efficient
manner. Together with the financial sector,
Danmarks Nationalbank provides modern
payment systems for smooth and secure
daily payments, making it easy for the Danes
to transfer funds.

Stable financial sector
Danmarks Nationalbank monitorsthat e.g.
banks do not build up excessive risks and
that any potential problems do not spread.
This is how Danmarks Nationalbank –
together with other authorities – is working
for a healthy financial sector that makes it
safe for the Danes to borrow and deposit
money at the banks.

Stable prices
Danmarks Nationalbank defends the value
of the Danish krone. Given the fixed exchange rate of the krone against the euro
– meaning low, stable inflation – the Danes
can trust that the value of their money will
not fluctuate significantly.

Danmarks Nationalbank’s overall objective has been more or less
unchanged during its 200-year life. The objective is to “maintain a
safe and secure currency system”, as the Danmarks Nationalbank
Act says. But the means to this end have changed over the years,
and tasks are still evolving.

200 years ago, it became imperative to place the responsibility for issuing
banknotes with an independent central bank. An institution that would not
be influenced to increase production just because the king needed more money. Political independence is still key, and Danmarks Nationalbank remains
the sole issuer of banknotes in Denmark. Today, a safe and secure currency
system is also about ensuring trust in the systems that enable the transfer of
money between people. It is about overseeing the stability of the financial
sector and ensuring stable prices via the fixed exchange rate policy. With the
ultimate objective of ensuring a robust Danish economy.
Very few Danes are in direct contact with Danmarks Nationalbank, as only the
banks may borrow or deposit money there. But Danmarks Nationalbank plays
an important role in payments. In cooperation with the financial sector, it
makes sure that the everyday finances of the Danes run smoothly 24/7: Automatic top-up of a travel card in the morning. A Dankort payment for grocery
shopping in the afternoon. Not to mention using MobilePay to share the bill
with friends when going out in the evening. In all these transactions,
Danmarks Nationalbank is involved behind the scenes.

Danmarks Nationalbank’s
history over 200 years

1818

1873

Danmarks Nationalbank is established

Denmark introduces the krone

‘Nationalbanken i Kjøbenhavn’, as it is known then,
is made independent of the government and the king
and is granted a monopoly on issuing banknotes.

The krone replaces the rigsdaler.
The currency system goes from being
silver-based to being gold-based.

1818

1944

1972

1982

2008

2015

The Bretton Woods agreement
on fixed exchange rates

Denmark joins
the Currency Snake

International financial
crisis hits Denmark too

Strong pressure
on the krone

This agreement pegs the krone
and the other participating
currencies to the dollar, which
is, in turn, linked to the gold
price. This system collapses in
the early 1970s.

Denmark votes in favour
of membership of the
European Community
(later the EU) and joins
the European currency
cooperation known as
the “Currency Snake”.

The foundation of the
modern fixed exchange
rate policy

The overheated Danish
economy, already on its
way down, is hit hard
when the global financial
crisis washes across Denmark.

The fixed exchange rate
policy is seriously put
to the test when unrest
about the Swiss franc
puts pressure on the
krone. The krone is successfully kept stable.
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The period of devaluation and resultant high
inflation in the Danish
economy is brought to
an end. Denmark returns
to a consistent fixed
exchange rate policy.
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The first cheque

The first savings bank act
is adopted

Denmark’s gold reserves
are moved to safety

The euro is the new single European currency

Instant payments
become possible

This act is a consequence
of the savings bank crisis.
Supervision is established
and robustness requirements introduced for the
savings banks. The first
commercial bank act is
adopted around 40 years
later.

In the dead of night,
Danmarks Nationalbank’s
gold stock is moved out of
the country to prevent it
from falling into the hands
of Hitler.

Danmarks Nationalbank
launches the predecessor
of Kronos

11 member states introduce the euro. Denmark
joins the exchange rate
mechanism ERM2 with
the euro as the anchor.

The Danes can now
make instant payments
where the money is
received in the payee’s
account in a matter of
seconds.

Something of a monetary revolution.
People no longer need to go to the
bank to withdraw money.

Danmarks
Nationalbank
Kronos

Bank

Bank

Denmark is one of the first
countries in the world to
introduce an electronic
payment system providing
for instant transfer of money between the banks.

Banknotes and coins are more than just paper and metal. Trust in the money and its value is a cornerstone of our society. Technological advances enable counterfeiters to use ever better tools for copying
banknotes. That is why Danmarks Nationalbank assesses the quality of the banknote security features on
an ongoing basis. Among the security features on the banknotes are a window thread with a moving wave
pattern, a sophisticated hologram that reflects light in different colours, a watermark, intaglio printing
and a hidden security thread.

Trust is everything
– for all payments

Electronic payment methods have
made it easier and faster for us to
pay in stores or transfer money to
each other.

Danes are increasingly quick to embrace new technology
This is how long it has taken for new solutions to reach 3 million users.
15 years

9 years

3 years

Money and payments play an important role in everyday life.
Whether you use banknotes, Dankort or your mobile phone for
your purchases, there is a payment method that is convenient for
you and the seller. This is practical and efficient, but money and
payments require trust. Today, just like 200 years ago, Danmarks
Nationalbank seeks to ensure safe and efficient payments.

Danmarks Nationalbank and the
financial sector provide modern payment
systems to enable safe and efficient daily
payments. Danmarks Nationalbank’s
payment system, Kronos, makes it easy
for people to transfer money to others –
even between different banks.

Danmarks
Nationalbank
Kronos

Remitter’s
bank

Recipient’s
bank

Is the money genuine?
Ever since the cumbersome barter
economy was replaced by money, it
has been essential to ensure trust in
the money. Danmarks Nationalbank
was granted a monopoly on issuing
banknotes in Denmark 200 years ago
and ensures continued trust in its
banknotes by e.g. setting high standards for security and quality. New, advanced security features that are introduced on a continuous basis make the
banknotes difficult to counterfeit. The
extent of counterfeiting is low in Denmark compared with other countries.
From counterfeiters to cybercriminals
Today, most payments are made electronically, not with banknotes and
coins. That is why Danmarks Nationalbank also focuses on improving digital
security. Danmarks Nationalbank oversees and enhances the cybersecurity of
the financial IT systems. For instance,
Danmarks Nationalbank regularly participates in training activities – together
with banks and authorities, among
others. The purpose of this training
is to make the financial sector overall
resilient to possible cyberattacks on
the IT systems that bind together the
complex network of payments.
New solutions make payments easier
In 1983, a man bought a pair of shoes
and used his Dankort to pay for them.

1984
The Dankort

1999
Online banking

2013
MobilePay

1 year

2015
Contactless

50,00

Source: Nets, MobilePay and Danmarks Statistik.

A success was born. Today, the Dankort
is the most widely used payment card
in Denmark. The Dankort is just one
example of a payment method that
has revolutionised payment habits and
made life easier for many people.
When money changes hands
When you pay in a store or transfer
money to a friend, two different banks
are often involved. So money has to be
transferred from one bank to another.

This is done via Danmarks Nationalbank’s payment system, Kronos1, which
is the online banking service for the
banks. Kronos enables the banks to
transfer money among themselves fast
and without risk. Kronos also plays an
important role when foreign exchange
is bought and sold and securities, e.g.
shares and bonds, are traded.
 Kronos will be replaced by a new, upgraded system,
Kronos2, during 2018.

1

K R O N O S I S T H E H E A R T T H AT K E E P S T H E
C I R C U L AT I O N O F M O N E Y G O I N G

Kr. 502,000,000,000
o n average changes hand s via t he p aym ent syst em s o n wo rking d ays in
D enm ark. T his co rresp o nd s t o t he p rice o f 1 3 G reat Belt Brid ges. D anm arks
Nat io nalb ank’s p aym ent syst em , Kro no s, is t he o nline b anking service f o r
t he b anks, help ing t o ensu re t he saf e and ef f icient t ransf er o f m o ney.

SAFE PAYM EN TS

Safe money

INSTANT PAY M E N T S

Before, payments could take
days, which was inconvenient
if you were longing to get
your hands on the new car you
bought. Thanks to today’s instant
payments, the payee can have the
money in just a few seconds.

Large payments

In November 2014, the financial sector
and Danmarks Nationalbank launched
a new payment system that enabled
the Danes to transfer money instantly
between two accounts. Thanks to the
new Straksclearing, as it was called, the
Danes were no longer prevented from
receiving their money outside banking
hours. In fact, we can now transfer
up to kr. 500,000 to one another and
watch the money move between accounts in seconds. 24/7.

For instance, if you were looking at a
new car and bought and paid for it on
a Saturday morning, the seller would
not receive payment until Tuesday morning after the banks had settled the
transfer during the night. If the seller
wanted to avoid the risk of non-payment, you would often have to wait a
couple of days to take home your new
car. Instant payments enable the payer
and payee to complete the payment
and the transaction instantly.

Before the payment system modernisation, all transfers, giro payments
and card payments made within the
day were compiled and settled – or
cleared – during the night, and only
on banking days. If your payment was
too late, you had to wait until the next
round.

During the few seconds an instant payment takes, it is checked, among other
things, whether there is enough money
to cover the transfer. Only a few years
ago, this was beyond imagination. Instant payments illustrate how the payment systems are constantly evolving.

From paper to card
in the supermarket

A lot has happened for grocery shoppers
since the 1970s, when the cheque was the
most frequently use means of payment.
Today, most payments in stores are card,
especially Dankort, payments.

Need cash?

No more waiting
for money

People have always had to accept that it takes time to transfer money from one bank account to another. Once it was
the manual processing that took time. Even the electronic
payment methods did not change the fact that it was sometimes quicker to send the money in cash by mail or courier
than to make a bank transfer. But 2012 saw a new era of
payment system modernisation. In 2014, this work led to the
introduction of instant payments.

Previously, cash was on the
table when a group of friends
were sharing a café bill.
Today, they take out their
smartphones, and via e.g.
MobilePay the payee has the
money within seconds.

Who is footing the bill?

The first street ATMs
saw the light of day
in 1984 and enabled
cash withdrawal outside banking hours.
Today, many Danes,
especially young
people, carry very
little cash.

15%

BANK LOANS

80%
MORTGAGE
LOANS

A lot has happened in the financial
sector over the last 200 years. Basically, we have moved from savings
banks to financial supermarkets.
Total lending by the financial sector today amounts to around kr.
5,200 billion. Measured per capita,
this corresponds to loans of more
than kr. 1.1 million for each adult
Dane. Given the financial sector’s
key role in the Danish economy, it
is a core task for Danmarks Nationalbank to contribute to ensuring
that this sector remains robust.

In an increasingly globalised world
where everything is interconnected,
financial problems for one bank can
spread like wildfire to others. This was
evident in e.g. the latest financial crisis
in 2007-13, which actually began as a
credit and housing bubble in the USA,
but the consequences rapidly spread
to Denmark and the rest of the western
world.
Crises are best nipped in the bud
Danmarks Nationalbank monitors the
financial sector, analysing and taking
the temperature of the Danish economy. Danmarks Nationalbank uses
these analyses to issue recommendations to policy-makers and others about
how to reduce risks in the financial sector. This contributes to limiting the risk
of financial crises and mitigating the

History has given us several banking and financial crises
Some were more serious than others. The size of the bubbles shows the extent of the crises.

The
seven-year
slump
1987-93

The savings The construction
bank crisis and banking crisis
1876-78
1907-09

The liquidity
crisis
1885

The interwar
banking crisis
1920-33

The Kronebanken crisis
1984-85

The
financial crisis
2007-13

Source: Danmarks Nationalbank, Danmarks
Nationalbank 1818-2018, July 2018.

consequences if a crisis should strike.
Denmark has endured several financial
crises over the last 200 years, and each
time learned good lessons about how
the crisis arose and how to prevent
crises from worsening when banks run
into difficulties.
A balancing act
Financial sector regulation is something
of a balancing act. By nature, activity in
the economy in general and the financial sector in particular goes up and

The housing bubble in the mid-2000s
In Denmark, a housing bubble with soaring house prices occurred up to the financial crisis.
The graph shows growth in house prices.

down. Activity is stronger in some periods
than in others. But the fluctuations must
be kept in check. A strong boom is often
followed by a harsh slowdown. In the
slowdown phase, the financial sector’s
reduced risk appetite and willingness to
lend could have negative contagion effects on the whole economy, reinforcing a
budding economic crisis.
That is why one of Danmarks Nationalbank’s most prominent tasks is to perform
ongoing analyses of developments and
make recommendations to mitigate the
consequences of cooling, overheating and
the resultant bubbles and crises.

2006

Per cent, year-on-year

21.5

20

Home buyers do not want to buy
at the peak of a housing bubble.
Danmarks Nationalbank monitors
developments in the financial
sector and the housing market,
making recommendations about
intervention if signs of risk building are detected – e.g. a housing
bubble.
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-12.9

House prices were soaring up to
the most recent financial crisis.
They were driven by solid growth
in household income, low interest
rates and deferred amortisation
loans, among other factors.
Expectations of further increases
in house prices also contributed
to pushing up prices.

-30

Source: Danmarks Nationalbank, Danmarks
Nationalbank 1818-2018, July 2018.

S TAB LE F I NANC IAL S ECTO R

Both cooling and overheating
should be avoided

After the crises, an overhaul of the
financial sector framework to make
it more robust was often called
for. One of the tools to achieve
this was to enhance the regulatory
requirements for buffer capital for
bad times.

THE FINA N CI AL CR I SI S

From the autumn of 2007, several US
mortgage institutions lost billions as a
result of a large-scale credit and housing bubble in the USA. Stock markets
worldwide took a dive. All of this led to
uncertainty and loss of confidence, making the banks unwilling to lend funds
among themselves.

Stock prices dived
during the financial
crisis, which spread
from the USA to the
rest of the world,
sending shock waves
through the entire
financial sector.

When the crisis hit Denmark, the economy had already reversed after overheating. Danish investors with large,
risky investments in the property market went bankrupt. Especially the banks
whose lending had soared up to the
crisis – with large property investment
loans – encountered difficulties. From
the beginning of 2008 until August
2013, not only Roskilde Bank, but a total 62 of Danish banks ceased to exist.

Stock
market dive

As soon as the urgent challenges of
the financial crisis had been remedied,
Danmarks Nationalbank cooperated
with the authorities to prevent similar,
serious crises from emerging and
developing in future. Besides setting
stricter requirement for the banks’
buffer capital for bad times, a process
was agreed for handling even large
failing banks in future so that the most
important functions, such as daily
deposits and lending, are continued
during a crisis.

Roskilde Bank was the
first Danish bank to
experience difficulties
during the financial
crisis. A total of 62
Danish banks ceased
to exist during the
crisis.

Bank failures

Moreover, Danmarks Nationalbank’s
oversight of the housing market and
the financial markets was expanded
to provide for early intervention if
there are signs of credit and housing
bubbles.

Confidence crisis
in the financial sector

Emerging stronger
from the crisis

On the last Monday of August 2008, early-morning customers
of Roskilde Bank encountered a sign on the door saying that
other private-sector banks and Danmarks Nationalbank had
had to take over ownership as well as the activities of the
bank. Customers could still withdraw money at the ATM, but
Roskilde Bank had ceased operation as an independent bank
after 124 years. This had been preceded by several dramatic
months in financial sectors all over the world, and even more
were to follow.

In 2011, angry citizens
in Denmark and all over
the world demonstrated against the banks,
blaming them for the financial crisis. The banks
had been too greedy in
good times – and passed
the buck to others in
bad times; that was the
essence of the criticism.

Construction
boom
The soaring house prices
prompted large, risky
construction projects and
property investments,
which crashed when the
economy came to a halt
and the financial crisis
struck.

Fixed krone rate provides
stability for Denmark

Denmark has a long tradition of attaching the krone to the currencies
of our largest trading partners.
The krone has followed the pound
sterling, the dollar, the D-mark and
since 1999 the euro. The monetary
policy of the European Central
Bank, ECB, aims at low and stable
inflation in the euro area member
states. Pegging the krone to the
euro ensures corresponding stability in the Danish economy.

EUR
0%
USD
14%

JPY
15 %

The fixed exchange rate of the krone
contributes to ensuring low inflation
and stable prices. When consumers
and firms can trust the value of the
krone without fearing sudden price
hikes or dives, they are better able to
make the right purchase or investment
decisions.
Danmarks Nationalbank buys
and sells kroner
At all times, Danmarks Nationalbank
monitors the Danish krone, ready to
step in – or intervene, as it is called. If
the krone begins to deviate too much
from the agreed central rate against
the euro, Danmarks Nationalbank
may sell or buy kroner in the foreign
exchange market. This restores the
balance between supply and demand
for kroner, thereby stabilising the krone
against the euro. In 2015, Danmarks
Nationalbank had to buy foreign exchange against kroner for a staggering
kr. 275 billion to prevent the krone
from strengthening too much against
the euro.

HKD
15%

NOK
9%

Danmarks Nationalbank
adjusts interest rates
Danmarks Nationalbank may also use
interest rate adjustments to defend the
krone if buying and selling foreign exchange is not enough. Raising Danish
interest rates relative to interest rates
in the euro area makes it more attractive to invest in kroner than in euro,
and the increasing demand for Danish
kroner will strengthen the krone. Conversely, investment in kroner can be
made less attractive by reducing Danish interest rates relative to those of
the euro area in order to weaken the
krone. If interest rates in the euro area
are very low, it may even be necessary
to lower Danish interest rates into
negative territory, which happened in
2012 and 2015.
The fixed exchange rate policy means
that Danmarks Nationalbank’s interest
rates are reserved for keeping the
exchange rate stable. Instead, other
economic policy tools, such as fiscal
policy, must be used to manage economic activity, if required. They are the
responsibility of the government.

≈7.5

Stable prices
Since the introduction of
the euro, the Danes have
been sure of the exchange
rate of the krone against
the euro, e.g. when going
on holiday.

Always prepared
On several occasions, Danmarks Nationalbank has proved that it has the right
tools to defend the krone and the fixed
exchange rate policy via intervention
and interest rate adjustments, even under very heavy pressure. This results in
stable prices, to the benefit of Danish
firms and households.

The krone has weathered crises for more than 30 years
The fixed exchange rate policy has weathered major shocks over the years. The krone has been
under pressure on several occasions, when Danmarks Nationalbank has had to apply strong
remedies to keep it stable.

Central rate
of the krone

7.46038

AUD
12%

GBP
10%
CHF
10%

When travelling, we are used to checking
the current exchange rates, which may fluctuate considerably. But thanks to the fixed
exchange rate policy, the exchange rate of
the Danish krone against the euro has been
almost unchanged at around kr. 7.50 per
euro since the introduction of the euro in
1999. The percentages show the maximum
fluctuations between the Danish krone and
selected currencies over the last year.

1992-93

1998

2000

2008

2011-12

2015

No to the Maastricht
Treaty. One by one,
the European currencies come under
speculative pressure.

Russia ceases to
service its debt.
This contributes
to turmoil in the
financial markets.

The Danes vote
no to adopting
the euro, and the
krone comes under
pressure.

The financial
crisis puts several
smaller currencies
under pressure, including the krone.

Investors turn to
Denmark as a safe
haven during the
European sovereign debt crisis.

Switzerland abandons its exchange
rate target against
the euro. The krone
comes under strong
pressure.

Source: Danmarks Nationalbank, Danmarks Nationalbank 1818-2018, July 2018.

S TAB LE P RICE S
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FIX ED EX CH AN G E RAT E POL I C Y

Since the mid-1970s, devaluation had
been frequently used to boost Danish
firms’ competitiveness abroad. Devaluation meant reducing in one go the
value of the Danish krone relative to
e.g. the D-mark. This made it cheaper
to sell Danish goods abroad. But the
effect of the devaluations was higher
inflation. The frequent exchange rate
adjustments of the krone in themselves
generated speculation in the foreign
exchange market about potential
future devaluation, which in turn put
more pressure on the krone rate and
inflation. That is why the outcome of
the meeting at Danmarks Nationalbank

After a meeting at Danmarks
Nationalbank in 1982, Poul
Schlüter and Henning
Christophersen issued a joint
statement saying that the
period of devaluation had
come to an end and that
Denmark would return to a
fixed exchange rate policy.

was that the Danish government was
to send a clear political signal to the
rest of the world that the krone was
not going to be devalued again, despite the large economic challenges.
Back in September 1982, not many
people believed that the Schlüter
government would be able to keep this
promise. But it did, and since then the
fixed exchange rate policy has been a
permanent element of the economic
policy of changing Danish governments. So far, this has resulted in more
than three decades of low inflation and
price stability.

The situation in
Germany after World
War I shows how
bad it can get when
inflation is out of
control. The almost
worthless banknotes
were sometimes used
as wallpaper.

A clear signal was needed
The modern fixed
exchange rate policy
is born

The modern fixed
exchange rate policy
is born

The short joint statement from Poul Schlüter and Henning
Christophersen, who were about to take office as Prime
Minister and Minister for Finance, did not receive a lot of
media attention when issued on 9 September 1982 after
a meeting at Danmarks Nationalbank. But the statement
turned out to mark the beginning of the fixed exchange rate
policy that Danmarks Nationalbank has pursued ever since.

The statement from
Poul Schlüter and
Henning Christophersen
proved to mark the birth
of the fixed exchange
rate policy that
Denmark and Danmarks
Nationalbank have
pursued ever since.

Hyperinflation in our
neighbouring country

The Danish economy was ailing in the 1970s and
early 1980s. This was clearly illustrated by the
mandatory car-free Sundays during the oil crisis.

Economic crisis
and empty roads

Cooperation ensures
a stable Danish economy

Interest rate levels and exchange rates
Danmarks Nationalbank is responsible for
monetary policy, meaning that it sets interest
rates. The Danish fixed exchange rate policy means that interest rates are reserved for ensuring
a fixed exchange rate against the euro. The
result is low, stable inflation, which is the best
prerequisite for healthy economic development.

Taxes and public expenditure
The politicians in the Folketing (Parliament)
can use fiscal policy to determine public expenditure and revenue. This means determining
how much tax we have to pay to the central
government, what the central government
will spend money on and how much. In other
words, fiscal policy can be used to adjust the
amount of money in the hands of the citizens
to prevent the economy from stagnating or
overheating.

The Danmarks Nationalbank building is right opposite Parliament at
Christiansborg. This location reflects the interaction which is just as necessary
for a balanced Danish economy today as it was 200 years ago. Danmarks
Nationalbank on its own cannot ensure a robust Danish economy. Economic
development is influenced by both monetary policy and other economic
policies, such as fiscal policy, and labour market developments.

Wage levels in the labour market
Payroll costs constitute a substantial part
of firms’ expenses. This means that wage
developments have to mirror those abroad
if Danish firms’ costs are to develop in line
with those of their international competitors.
That is why responsible wage agreements
between the social partners are key to stable
economic development.
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